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Abstract 
 

In this Ph.D thesis I present novel approaches in the fields of imaging and nonlinear spectroscopy 

with X-rays. 1) I describe the first demonstrations of parametrically down-converted X-ray into optical 

wavelengths. This method can be applied for probing valence charges at the atomic-scale resolution. 2) I 

describe the first observations of incoherent X-ray ghost imaging with a laboratory source, which advance 

the possibilities that the high-resolution method of ghost diffraction will be utilized with tabletop X-ray 

sources. 3) I describe the first observations of incoherent X-ray ghost diffraction with a laboratory source. 

The extension of the procedure can lead to nanoscale-resolution imaging with laboratory sources and it is 

therefore useful for a variety of fields of research and industry. 4) I describe the first the experimental 

observations of ghost imaging with paired X-ray photons, which are generated by parametric down-

conversion. The extension of the procedure I present, can be used for the observations of various quantum 

phenomena at X-ray wavelengths and for damage free imaging. 

The first part of my work details my experimental work for the application of ghost imaging and 

ghost diffraction to the X-ray regime. Ghost imaging and ghost diffraction are imaging techniques, in 

which the reconstruction of objects is achieved by using the spatial intensity correlations between two 

beams. One of the beams propagates through the object and it is collected by a single-pixel detector while 

the second beam does not interact with the object and it is collected by a multi-pixel detector. There are 

two main types of sources for the spatial correlations. The first type is known as incoherent (or classical) 

ghost imaging and it relies on introducing spatial intensity fluctuations into the input beam, which is split 

into two beams with identical intensity fluctuations. The second source is known as quantum ghost 

imaging and it relies on correlated photon pairs. The ghost imaging technique relies on detection in the 

near field and reconstruction of the image of the object from the spatial correlations. The detection of 

ghost diffraction is performed in the far field and the diffraction pattern of the object is measured. 

The use of X-ray lenses for imaging is very limited because of their small magnification and 

aperture size, and hence lensless techniques are widely used in this regime [25-28].  However, despite that 

nanometer scale resolution has been achieved with coherent X-ray radiation, which is generated by X-ray 
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free-electron lasers and synchrotron facilities [25], X-ray imaging with low brightness incoherent sources 

utilize mainly direct absorption measurements and no magnification or small magnification is used. 

Consequently, although the phase information of objects could enhance the contrast of images, this 

quantity is almost never measured in systems based on incoherent sources, and the resolution of those 

systems is not smaller than the pixel size of the camera. Both ghost imaging and ghost diffraction are 

promising for X-ray imaging since they require neither coherent bright sources nor lenses and can lead to 

high-resolution and high-contrast imaging techniques that can be implemented with low-cost X-ray 

sources [29]. 

Since the source of incoherent ghost imaging and ghost diffraction relies on spatial intensity 

fluctuations, the image is reconstructed from the instantaneous spatial-second-order intensity correlation 

function that is measured for various realizations of the intensity fluctuations at the input [1]. The 

techniques have been studied extensively in the optical regime [1-23] and recently ghost imaging with 

atoms [24] and temporal ghost imaging [2] have been demonstrated.  

Incoherent X-ray ghost imaging and ghost diffraction have been demonstrated experimentally with 

synchrotron radiation generated by large accelerators [30, 31]. While those important demonstrations 

advance significantly the extension of ghost imaging and ghost diffraction into the X-ray regime, the 

effects were not demonstrated with tabletop sources. 

In chapter 4, I report the first observation of thermal ghost imaging with an X-ray tube laboratory 

source. I describe experiments that show the possibility to reconstruct the images of slits by using 

incoherent X-ray sources with very high contrast. These results advance the possibilities that the high-

resolution method of ghost diffraction will be utilized with tabletop X-ray sources. 

As the detection of ghost diffraction is done in the far field [3,4,10,20,29,31] this method has a 

clear advantage that the imaging resolution is not limited by the spatial resolution of the detector. The 

demonstration of this method with a low brilliance X-ray source therefore has significant potential as a 

method for high resolution imaging with X-ray laboratory sources. 

In chapter 6, I report the first observation of thermal ghost diffraction with an X-ray tube 

laboratory source. I present preliminary results of experiments that show the possibility to reconstruct 

high-resolution images by using incoherent X-ray sources. 
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Another important source of ghost imaging is correlated photon pairs. This source is implemented 

in many schemes in the optical regime by utilizing the nonlinear effect of parametric down-conversion. 

This effect is one of the major sources for the generation of non-classical states of light and has been used 

to study fundamental quantum phenomena in the optical regime [32-37]. The availability of commercial 

X-ray detectors with the photon-number-resolving capabilities and with near unity quantum efficiency is 

appealing for testing concepts of quantum physics and to overcome many of the fundamental challenges 

of conventional quantum optics at optical wavelengths. Since no other applications of paired X-ray 

photons of parametric down-conversion have been demonstrated to-date and since many quantum optics 

schemes are similar to the scheme of ghost imaging with photon pairs its demonstration can greatly 

advance the field of X-ray quantum optics. Of importance, the properties of the correlations of the paired 

photons and of X-ray detectors can lead to imaging of objects with very few photons as demonstrated in 

the optical regime and hence reduce the radiation dose of X-rays.  

In chapter 5, I present the first observation of X-ray ghost imaging with photon pairs. The results 

represent the first demonstrated application of photon pairs with parametric down-conversion of X-rays. 

The results utilize the one-to-one relation between the photon energies and the emission angles and the 

anti-correlation between the k-vectors of the signal and the idler photons to reconstruct the images of slits 

with nominally zero background levels. The extension of this procedure can be used for the observation 

of various quantum phenomena at X-ray wavelengths. 

The second part of my work describes the application of the nonlinear process parametric down-

conversion of X-rays as a spectroscopy method for valence electrons at the atomic scale. Due to the 

development of X-ray experimental facilities, namely synchrotrons and X-ray free electron lasers, with 

high brightness, collimation, and peak intensity, as well as laboratory systems, such as the X-ray 

diffractometer system, several nonlinear experiments in the X-ray regime have been performed over the 

last few years [41-49]. Some of these experiments demonstrated the effect of X-ray into extreme 

ultraviolet parametric down-conversion and its potential as a probe for the optical properties of crystals 

[41-45]. Despite the potential of probing valence charges at the atomic scale resolution by utilizing X-ray 

into optical parametric down-conversion, this effect has never been demonstrated before. 

In chapter 7, I describe the first observation of parametrically down converted X-ray signal 

photons at photon energies that correspond to idler photons at optical wavelengths. The results of the 
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presented work advance the development of a spectroscopy method for probing valence-electron charges 

and the microscopic optical response of crystals at the atomic-scale. 
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1. Introduction 
 

 

1.1 Thesis structure 
 

This Ph.D. thesis is divided into nine chapters. Chapter 2 describes the theoretical models 

pertinent to the experiments carried out in the research described in the text. The research methods are 

described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes the first observation of X-ray thermal ghost imaging with a 

laboratory source. Chapter 5 describes the first observation of X-ray thermal ghost diffraction with a 

laboratory source. Chapter 6 describes the first observation of ghost imaging with paired X-ray photons. 

Chapter 7 describes the first observation of parametric-down conversion of X-rays into the optical 

regime. The conclusions and recommendations for future research are presented in Chapter 8. The 

supplementary description of the electronic, mechanical, and software design, performed in order to 

achieve the experimental results is shown in Chapter 9. 

 

1.2 Motivation and goals 
 

This Ph.D thesis consists the description of experiments that I performed in the fields of imaging 

and of nonlinear spectroscopy with X-rays. The experiments I describe are thermal ghost imaging a with 

a laboratory source, thermal ghost diffraction a with a laboratory source, quantum ghost imaging, and 

parametric-down conversion of X-rays into the optical regime. 
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1.2.1 Imaging  

 

The main inherent advantages of the X-ray regime are the extremely high spatial resolution 

(approximately 3 orders of magnitude in comparison to the optical regime) and the high penetration depth 

of X-rays. The implementation of imaging with a lens system is challenging at X-ray wavelengths, due to 

the difficulty in the development of optical elements suitable for the X-ray regime, especially lenses. The 

main imaging techniques that are used in the X-ray regime are therefore lensless imaging techniques 

[25-27]. The techniques require the use of a high brightness X-ray source and therefore their application 

is confined to X-ray free electron Lasers and to third generation synchrotron facilities. 

The main challenge I chose to address in chapters 4 and 6 is to overcome one of the fundamental 

limitations of high resolution imaging with low brilliance X-ray sources. I therefore chose to demonstrate 

thermal ghost imaging and ghost diffraction, since these are incoherent lensless imaging techniques and 

are therefore suitable candidates for high-contrast and high-resolution imaging with low brilliance X-ray 

sources. 

The main challenges I chose to address in chapter 5 are the extension of quantum optics to the X-

ray regime and of X-ray imaging with low radiation damage. The extension of the quantum ghost imaging 

method to the X-ray regime is appealing for testing concepts of quantum physics due to the availability of 

commercial photon-number-resolving X-ray detectors with near unity quantum efficiency. The extension 

of the method is advantageous for X-ray imaging with low radiation damage, since it has been 

demonstrated with optical radiation that is possible to image objects with a small number of photons [7] 

and due to the low dark noise properties of commercial X-ray detectors. 

 

1.2.2 Nonlinear spectroscopy  

 

The microscopic study of the optical responses of valence electrons can contribute to the study of 

a variety of fields, such as compounds, chemical bonds, biological samples, and light-matter interactions.  

The main methods that are used for the study of the properties of materials rely on either optical 

radiation sources or on X-ray Bragg diffraction. Methods that rely on sources at optical wavelengths can 
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provide insight into the interactions of valence electrons. However, since the wavelength of optical 

radiation is much larger than the interatomic distances of materials, these methods are not suitable for 

microscopic studies. Resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) is another method used to probe the 

electronic structure of molecules and materials. While this method provides spectral information regarding 

the valence binding energies it does not provide any spectral information regarding a specific atomic plane. 

Therefore the Fourier component of the nonlinear susceptibility is not measured and it is not possible to 

calculate the electron density with the RIXS method. X-ray Bragg diffraction is often used to probe 

materials at the atomic scale. However, the energy of X-rays is much higher than the binding energies of 

valence electrons and therefore the X-rays interact mostly with the core electrons. The development of a 

new spectroscopy tool for the study of valence electrons at the atomic scale is therefore necessary to 

advance the understanding of materials and fundamental science. 

Nonlinear interactions of X-rays and optical radiation can be a powerful tool for the study of 

chemical bonds and the valence electron density of crystals at the microscopic level and of light-matter 

interactions with atomic-scale resolution [38-46,48,50]. The atomic-scale resolution is a consequence of 

the short wavelengths of X-rays, whereas the optical fields interact with the valence electrons.  

The development of this spectroscopy tool can be instrumental in the study of the optical properties 

of materials at the atomic scale resolution and can contribute to the study of molecular processes, 

electronic components, and solid state physics. 

 

1.2.3 Research goals  

 

The goals of this part of the Ph.D. thesis are therefore to demonstrate experimentally: 

1) X-ray Thermal ghost imaging with a laboratory source  

2) X-ray Thermal ghost diffraction with a laboratory source  

3) X-ray Ghost imaging with photon pairs. 

4) X-ray into optical parametric down-conversion process with synchrotron radiation. 
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In the paragraphs below I elaborate on the motivation and background of each of my projects. 

 

 

1.3 Background 
  

1.3.1 Thermal Ghost imaging and ghost diffraction  

 

An important area of my research, ghost imaging (GI), has been investigated thoroughly at optical 

wavelengths [1-23]. Ghost imaging utilizes the correlation between two spatially separated beams to 

retrieve information about an unknown object. In a typical scheme of ghost imaging one of the beams is 

scattered through the object and it is collected by a single-pixel detector that is positioned close to the 

object. The second beam does not interact with the object and it is collected by a multi-pixel detector that 

provides the spatial resolution. The two detectors are positioned equidistant from the source of the spatial 

correlations. Since the data collected by each detector is insufficient for the imaging of the object, the 

reconstruction of the image of the object requires the measurement of the correlation between the two 

detectors. 

There are two main schemes that are used for ghost imaging measurements, namely incoherent GI 

(alternatively thermal GI or classical GI) and quantum GI (or GI with photon pairs). 

A second incoherent imaging technique, named ghost diffraction (GD), utilizes the same 

experimental setup, with the exception that the detection is in the far field. The main difference from the 

GI technique is that the measured physical quantity is the diffraction pattern. The advantage of this 

technique is therefore that the imaging resolution is not limited by the spatial resolution of the detector. 

Since thermal ghost diffraction requires neither coherence nor magnification, it is a promising scheme for 

the implementation of high-resolution and high-contrast imaging techniques that can be implemented with 

low-cost X-ray sources. This is in contrast to the two main existing lensless imaging techniques that are 

used in the X-ray regime, namely Coherent lensless imaging [25] and interferometric based imaging [27] 

that require the use of a high brightness X-ray source, which is only available using X-ray free electron 
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Lasers (XFEL's) and 3rd generation Synchrotron facilities, and are therefore not suitable for laboratory 

sources. 

Incoherent GI and GD rely on intensity fluctuations that are introduced into the beam by a moving 

diffuser [1]. The reconstruction of the object is obtained from statistical measurements of the spatial-

second-order intensity correlation function. The methods require neither coherence nor magnification and 

are therefore promising schemes for the implementation of high-contrast imaging techniques that can be 

implemented with low-cost X-ray sources. The demonstration of the techniques suggests the possibility 

to develop high-contrast and high-resolution imaging with tabletop X-ray sources and thus overcome one 

of the fundamental challenges of X-ray imaging.  

Incoherent X-ray ghost imaging and ghost diffraction have been demonstrated experimentally with 

synchrotron radiation generated by large accelerators [30, 31]. While those important demonstrations 

advance significantly the extension of ghost imaging and ghost diffraction into the X-ray regime, the 

effects were not demonstrated with tabletop sources.  

 

1.3.2 Quantum Ghost imaging  

 

The source of quantum GI is different from that of incoherent GI, since it relies on the process of 

parametric down-conversion (PDC) as a source of correlated (or anti-correlated) photon pairs. This 

scheme has been used extensively for quantum imaging at optical wavelengths [6,7,21-23]. The 

correlation between the photon pairs is a consequence of the spatial correlations between the photons and 

the anti-correlations between their k-vectors.  

Since the source of the correlations of thermal GI are classical in nature, they are not suitable for 

quantum optics measurements. Another important consequence of the statistical nature of thermal sources 

is that the imaging of objects requires high-photon statistics and they are therefore unsuitable for objects 

with low radiation damage thresholds.  

In contrast to classical GI, the quantum GI scheme has been widely applied at optical wavelengths 

to study numerous quantum effects [32-37], such as interaction free measurements [32] and sub-shot noise 

measurements [33], due to the inherent differences between a quantum source and a classical field. Despite 
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the availability of commercial photon-number-resolving X-ray detectors with near unity quantum 

efficiency that are appealing for testing concepts of quantum physics and can remedy many fundamental 

challenges of conventional quantum optics this effect has never been demonstrated at X-ray wavelengths. 

Moreover, since its observation half a century ago [51] no application of X-ray photon pairs of parametric 

down-conversion has been reported to date. Since this method has not been demonstrated before with X-

rays it is still early to predict its future applications. It seems likely, however, that this method may be 

useful for imaging of large biological samples, such as insects, where the radiation dose plays an important 

role. 

 

 

1.3.3 Parametric down-conversion 

 

Nonlinear processes at optical frequencies, such as parametric down-conversion, sum-frequency 

generation (SFG), difference-frequency generation (DFG), and second-harmonic generation (SHG), are 

fundamental nonlinear processes. These processes have been applied at optical wavelengths for scientific 

research as well as technological applications. In particular, these processes are valuable for the study of 

the optical responses of materials to electromagnetic fields. The extension of these processes into the X-

ray regime offers great potential for material spectroscopy due to the extremely high spatial resolution and 

the high penetration depth of X-rays as well as the low-noise properties of commercial X-ray detectors. 

In processes, such as X-ray/optical sum-frequency generation (SFG) and difference-frequency 

generation (DFG), X-rays and optical waves are mixed to generate an X-ray wave at a frequency that is 

equal to the sum or to the difference of the two input frequencies, respectively. The physical mechanism 

that supports the wave mixing effect can be viewed as an inelastic scattering of the input X-rays from an 

optically modulated charge density. In typical measurements, the reciprocal lattice vectors of crystals are 

used to comply with the requirement for phase matching (momentum conservation). Consequently, the 

measured efficiency is proportional to the absolute square of the Fourier component of the nonlinear 

susceptibility corresponding to the selected reciprocal lattice vector. This susceptibility is proportional to 

the Fourier component of the charge density of the valence electrons. Hence the measurements of the 
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efficiencies for various reciprocal lattice vectors can be used for the reconstruction of the charge density 

of the valence electrons [41], as is described in detail in chapter 7 of my work. 

Glover et al. reported the first observation of X-ray and optical wave mixing in a diamond crystal 

by using an X-ray free-electron laser and a Ti-Sapphire laser [46]. However, since the efficiency of SFG 

scales linearly with the intensity of the optical laser, the observation of the effect requires high optical 

intensities and it is therefore unsuitable for many materials with a low radiation damage threshold. The 

requirement for an optical input further prevents the observation of the effect in a variety of opaque 

materials, such as metals and superconductors. 

Another nonlinear effect is parametric down-conversion (PDC). PDC is a second-order nonlinear 

process, where an incident photon is converted into two photons with lower energies. The process 

generates a source of entangled photons, with demonstrated applications at optical wavelengths in the 

fields of quantum optics [34-36] and quantum imaging [6,7,21-23,32,33]. The process is also useful for 

the microscopic study of the optical properties of materials [40-45].  

Parametric down-conversion (PDC) of X-rays into optical wavelengths is based on X-ray and 

optical nonlinear interactions and can therefore be used to probe the microscopic response of valence 

electrons with atomic-scale resolution. This process is similar to X-ray/optical difference frequency 

generation (DFG), but in X-ray into optical PDC the pump photons interact with vacuum fluctuations to 

generate correlated X-ray and optical photon pairs [38]. 

The effect has been applied with X-ray and ultraviolet (UV) photon pairs of PDC to study the 

properties of several crystals [40-45]. Since the efficiency of the effect depends on the properties of the 

material at all three pertinent wavelengths, the measurements of the X-ray photons emerging from the 

nonlinear crystal provide information on the UV properties of the sample. It has been further shown that 

the microscopic linear susceptibility can be evaluated from the measurements of the X-ray PDC intensities 

for several atomic planes [41]. 

The observation of PDC of X-rays into optical wavelengths is more challenging and has never 

been reported. This is because the photon energies of the generated X-ray signal differ by only a few eV 

from the photon energies of the input beam, and because the Bragg condition is very close to the phase-

matching requirement of the PDC process. 
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2. Theoretical models 
 

This chapter describes the theoretical models applicable to the experiments described in this Ph.D 

thesis and is comprised of 2 main subjects: 

 

1. The nonlinear process effect of parametric down-conversion is described here, with an emphasis 

on the X-ray regime. The description includes the coupling between the electromagnetic field 

(EMF), described by the Maxwell equations and the Newton electrical charge equation of motion, 

the nonlinear current density, and the coupled wave equations. The process investigated in this 

work is parametric down-conversion. The theoretical model for this topic is given in Para 2.1. 

Two specific regimes are described here, namely the highly non-degenerate regime with idler 

photons at optical wavelengths and the weakly non-degenerate regime with signal and idler photon 

pairs at hard X-ray energies. The theoretical background described in Para 2.1 is later applied to 

the experiments of ghost imaging with paired X-ray photons (Chapter 5) and Parametric 

Down-Conversion of X rays into the Optical Regime  (Chapter 7) of this work. 

2. Incoherent (classical) imaging of spatially incoherent light in the X-ray regime. The 2 processes 

investigated in this work are ghost imaging, where the measurements are done in the near field, 

and ghost diffraction, where the measurements are done in the far field. The correlations of these 

processes and the spatial resolution are discussed. The theoretical model for this topic is given in 

Para. 2.2 and is later applied to the experiments of X-ray Thermal Ghost Imaging with a 

Laboratory Source (Chapter 4) and X-ray Ghost Diffraction with a Laboratory Source 

(Chapter 6) of this work. 
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2.1 Parametric down conversion 
  

2.1.1 Parametric down conversion description  

 

Parametric down-conversion (PDC) is a second-order nonlinear process, where an incident photon 

is converted into two photons with lower energies. The process generates a source of entangled photons, 

with demonstrated applications at optical wavelengths in the fields of quantum optics [34-36] and quantum 

imaging [6,7,21-23,32,33,37]. The process is also useful for the microscopic study of the properties of 

materials [40-45].  

 

Figure 2.1 - Parametric down conversion energy conservation diagram. The angular frequencies of the pump, the signal, 

and the idler are denoted as pω , sω , and i
ω , respectively. 

 

I refer to the incident photon as the pump photon and the two down-converted photons are denoted 

as the signal and idler photons. Within the frame of this work only X-ray pump and signal photons are 

taken into consideration. The process preserves energy and momentum (see the phase matching 

description of Para 2.1.2 for further details). The energy diagram of the PDC process is shown in Fig. 

2.1. The process is based on the interactions between the incident photon and the vacuum fluctuations in 
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the nonlinear crystal. Since the vacuum field exists at all the energies in the material all the photon pairs 

that satisfy energy and momentum (phase matching) conservation can be generated. In the highly non-

degenerate regime, we select the idler down-converted photons to be the photons with the lower energy. 

 

2.1.2 Phase matching  

 

Generally speaking, the phase matching condition is achieved when the waves in a nonlinear 

process interfere constructively, i.e. the efficiency of the process is maximized. This condition for phase 

matching is achieved when the momentum of the three pertinent waves in the second-order nonlinear 

process, namely the pump, signal, and idler, is conserved. 

I consider the conditions for phase matching of PDC in the X-ray regime. Since X-ray wavelengths 

are comparable to the distance between the atomic planes, I use the reciprocal lattice vector for phase 

matching [49,55] as I depict in Fig 2.2. I denote θp, θs, and θi as the angles with respect to the atomic 

planes of the pump, the signal, and the idler, respectively. The k-vectors of the pump, the signal, and the 

idler are pk , sk , and ik . G  is the reciprocal lattice vector orthogonal to the atomic planes. The energy 

conservation implies that p s iω = ω + ω , where I denote pω , sω , and iω  as the angular frequencies of the 

pump, the signal, and the idler, respectively. The phase-matching-condition can be written as 

p s ik +G = k + k . 

For the case of idler photons at optical wavelengths, the idler k-vector is much smaller than the k-

vectors of the pump and the signal. Hence, the phase matching angles of the PDC X-ray signal are very 

close to the Bragg angle. Consequently, the tail of the elastic scattering is not negligible and the separation 

of the PDC X-ray signal from the elastic requires narrow filters for energy resolution (namely analyzer 

crystals) and slits for angular resolution. 
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Figure 2.2 - Parametric down conversion phase-matching scheme. The indices p, s, and i represent the pump, signal, and 

idler, respectively, G  is the reciprocal lattice vector, and the angles θp, θs, and θi are the angles of the pump, the signal, 

and the idler, respectively, with respect to the atomic planes. 

 

2.1.3 The nonlinear current density  

 

I start the discussion of the nonlinear current density and of the coupled wave equations of PDC 

from the equations of motion and continuity for a classical model of a cold collisionless plasma fluid [56], 

defined as follows: 

(2.1) 

   

 

2

0

e

v e
+ v v + ω = - E + v×B  Equation of motion

t m

ρ(r, t)
+ ρ(r, t)v = 0            Continuity equation

t

r










, 

where ,  E B  are the electric and magnetic fields, respectively and 0  is the plasma resonant 

frequency; Here, v(r, t) , e, me, ρ(r, t) , and r  are the field velocity, charge mass, electron density, and 

position vector of the electrons, respectively. It should be noted that the term 
2

0ω r  can be neglected when 

the energies of both of the generated photons are in the X-ray regime and are therefor far above the plasma 

resonant frequency of the material.   

From the equation of motion and continuity it can be seen that there three terms that contribute to 

the nonlinearity; The term ev×B  corresponds to Lorrentz force, which is the driving mechanism for the 
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nonlinearity; The spatial variation of the electron velocity v ; and the spatial modulation of the charge 

density that is result of the term  ρ(r, t)v . Since the photon energies of the incident photons are much 

larger than the binding energies of material with low-Z atoms such as diamonda the electrons can be 

regarded as free particles [54]. 

A monochromatic plane wave electric field is defined as follows: 

(2.2)      i ii i

*
i k r-ω t -i k r -ω ti i

i

E E
ˆ ˆE r, t = e e + e e

2 2
i i

 

, 

where i ik , ω , and êi  are the wave vector, angular frequency, and polarization vector of the electric 

field, respectively. 

Using an expansion of ρ(r, t)  and v(r, t)  according to the perturbation theory and an expansion of 

 ρ r  in a Fourier seriesb the Fourier component of the charge density is defined as   -iG r

Gρ = ρ r e dr

 , 

where  (0) iG r

Gρ r = ρ e 
 is the unperturbed charge density. 

The general term for the second order nonlinear current density can be described by using the 

perturbation theory [56] 

(2.3)            (2) (1) *(1) *(1) (1)

NL s p i 0 p i p i i pJ ω = ω -ω = ρ v ω -ω +ρ ω v ω +ρ ω v ω , 

since      (0) (1) 2 (2)r t = ...r r t r t       and therefore      (1) 2 (2)v r, t = λv r, t + λ v r, t +...  and 

since      (0) (1) 2 (2)ρ r, t = ρ + λρ r, t + λ ρ r, t +...by using the perturbation theory. It is clear from the 

expression that the nonlinearity can be viewed as scattering of X-rays by the optically induced charge 

 *(1)

iρ ω . 

                                                      
a Which is used as the nonlinear medium for the experiments I describe later in the text. 
b Valid for ordered crystals such as the diamond sample used in the PDC into optical wavelengths and GI with correlated photon 

pairs experiments. 
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The second-order nonlinear current density that we get for PDCc by approximating the electron 

velocity v according to the perturbation theory then becomes: 

(2.4) 

   

   

 

(0)
i i

2

i k -k +G r - ω -ω t*

s p i i G

*

i p p p p *

p

p

(0)

2 2

0 i

p

i

0

e
J ω = ω - ω = -E E ρ e ×

2m ω ω

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆω ω e ×k ×e - e ×k ×e ω × e ×G ω × e ×G
ˆ ˆ× + e - e

ω - ω 1- 1-

eρ
 

ε m ω -

β

β -
ω

β

p pNL

S p

e p i

p i i i i i

i

i

i

i

e

   
  

 
  
 

   
   

  
  

, 

 

where 0  is the plasma resonant frequency, ε0 is the free space permittivity, pE  and Ei
 are the electric 

field amplitudes of the pump and the idler, respectively, and the polarization vectors of the pump and the 

idler photons are denoted as pE
ê  and E

ê i , respectively. It should be noted that the term 
2

0ω   of the expression

i β  can be neglected when the resonant frequency i  is in the X-ray regime and is therefor far above the 

plasma resonant frequency of the material.

 

For the specific case of an X-ray signal photon and an optical idler photon, the nonlinear current 

density, which is later used in the numerical simulations presented in Chapter 7, can be expressed as 

followsd [41]: 

(2.5)  
 * (1)

p i G i 0 i BNL

s p s i

e s

E E ieχ ω Gε sinθ cos2θ
J ω = ω + ω =

2m ω
, 

where 
(1)

Gχ  is the linear susceptibility and θB is the Bragg angle. 

                                                      
c Although at this point this is still the general form of a difference frequency generation (DFG). 
d Where we assume that there are no two or more resonances that are in close proximity. 
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For the specific case of X-ray signal and idler photonse at a scattering angle near 90◦, the nonlinear 

current density envelope, which is later used in the numerical simulations presented in Chapter 5, can be 

expressed as follows [48]: 

(2.6)     
*

G p iNL

s p s i i p s2 2

e p i

eρ E E
ˆ ˆ ˆJ ω = ω + ω = G e e e

2m ω ω
  , 

where E
ê s  is the polarization vector of the signal. 

 

2.1.4 The coupled wave equations  

 

The PDC process can be described by the coupled wave equations. I describe the coupled wave 

equations in a Laue geometry. Under the assumptions of the undepleted pump approximation, a lossless 

medium, and the slowly varying envelope approximation (SVEA), the coupled wave equations in the 

frequency domain can be described as [48, 49] 

(2.7) 

 

 

+s
s i z

+
+ *i
i s z

a 2
+ a = κa exp iΔk z

z cos cos

2a
+ a = κ a exp -iΔk z

z cos cos

s s
s

s s

s i
i

i i

f

f

 

 

 

 













, 

where sa  and ia  are the signal and idler annihilation operators, respectively, 

z p p s s i iΔk = k cosθ - k cosθ - k cosθ  is the phase mismatch, and 
 

1
NL2

p s i p s i s

*

s i s

2 η η η ω ω ω J
κ =

2ω E cosθ cosθi

 is the nonlinear 

interaction coefficient. We denote ηp, ηs, and ηi as the impedances at the pump, the signal, and the idler 

frequencies, ℏ is the reduced Planck constant, and NL

sJ  is the nonlinear current density. Here αs and αi 

represent the signal and idler absorption coefficients, respectively, and sf  and if  are the signal and idler 

Langevin noise operators, respectively. The Langevin method is used to describe quantum systems with 

inherent losses [68]. As a consequence of the inclusion of the Langevin operators on the signal, idler, and 

                                                      
e Where both photons are far from resonance. 
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coincidence count rate depend on the absorption length rather than the crystal length for a sufficiently 

long crystal. 

The time-space signal and idler operators are related to their frequency domain counterparts by 

(2.8) 

     

     

s s

0 -

i i

0 -

a z, , t = a z, ,ω -i r - ωt dqdω

a z, , t = a z, ,ω -i r - ωt dqdω

 



 



  

  

 

 

r q q

r q q

, 

where r = (x, y). 

The commutation relations for the signal and idler operators are 

(2.9)    
 

†

j 1 1 1 k 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 23

1
a z , ,ω ,a z , ,ω = δ(z - z )δ( - )δ(ω -ω )

2π
  q q q q , 

here qj=(kjx, kjy), where kjx and kjy represent the k wave-vector components parallel to the surfaces 

of the crystal. Of importance, the requirement of these operators to preserve the commutation relations for 

the signal and idler operators is a consequence of the interaction with the vacuum fluctuations in the 

crystal.  

The commutation relations for the signal and idler Langevin noise operators are  

(2.10)    
 

†

j 1 1 1 k 2 2 2 , 1 2 1 2 1 23

1
f z , ,ω ,f z , ,ω = δ (z - z )δ( - )δ(ω -ω )

2π
j k

  q q q q , 

Since the Langevin terms are introduced to describe losses in quantum systems, they can be 

neglected in special cases where the absorption is negligible. Therefore, for the specific case of idler 

photons at optical wavelengths, under the assumption of a lossless medium, the absorption and Langevin 

terms of Eq. 2.7 can be neglected, and the coupled wave equations are reduced to the following form [49] 

(2.11) 

 

 

+s
i z

+
*i

s z

a
= -κa exp jΔk z

z

a
= -κ a exp -jΔk z

z









. 
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2.1.5 Detector and coincidence counts 

 

For single photon counting detectors, the counts of a detector are defined as follows: 

(2.12)    †

i i i iR  = A t ti a a , 

where A is the effective area of the nonlinear media that is illuminated by the pump beam. 

The signal count rate, for the specific case of idler photons at optical wavelengths, where the 

coupled wave equations of Eq. 2.11 can be solved analytically, is given by: 

(2.13) 
 

2

2 z
2 s s

s3 22

z

1
sin Δk z

cosθ ω 2
R = κ d dω

c2π 1
Δk z

2

s

 
 
  

 
 
 

 , 

where c is the speed of light in vacuum. The signal count rate is calculated numerically, where the 

integration is taken over the solid angle of the detector and the bandwidth of the detection system. We 

note that the acceptance angle of the detector restricts the bandwidth due to the one to one relation between 

the angle of propagation and the wavelength of the generated X-ray signal, which is imposed by the 

requirement for exact phase matching in the directions parallel to the surface of the crystal. 

For single photon counting detectors, the coincidence count rate is defined as follows: 

(2.14)        † †

s s i i i i s sR  = A t t t tc a a a a , 

where ts and ti are the respective photon arrival times at the signal and idler detectors and A is the 

effective spot size of the pump at the nonlinear media plane. The coincidence count rate is calculated 

numerically, where the integration is taken over the solid angle of the detectors and the bandwidth of the 

detection system. 

The physical meaning of each coincidence count is the detection of a photon pair within a small 

time window, thus drastically reducing the experimental noise. The time window length, which we denote 

as τ, ranges from a few nsec to a few hundreds of nsec, due to the different optical paths of the experimental 
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setup and the limitations of the detection system. These limitations are influenced mainly by the 

uncertainty in the ionization time of the charge carriers in the detector. For an input pump with a uniform 

time structuref and uniformly distributed noise signals, which are denoted as Rs-noise and Ri-noise and are 

detected by the signal and idler detectors, respectively, the accidental coincidence count rate can be 

estimated as Rs-noiseRi-noiseτ. The PDC coincidence count rate, however, remains unchanged provided that 

the selected time window is larger than the overall time resolution of the detection system, and that the 

degree of saturation of the detectors (i.e. the rates of events, where two or more photons are detected in a 

time scale that is smaller than the pulse duration that is generated by a detector after a single detection 

event) in either of the detectors is well below the PDC coincidence count rate. 

The coincidence count rate in the presence of an aperture (for the ghost imaging measurements 

that are described in Chapter 5. The concept of ghost imaging is described in Para. 2.2) can be considered 

as follows: 

(2.15) 
         

           

6

1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1

2 22 2 2 2

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

2 , , , , , , , ,c i x y s x y s x y i x y

x x y y x x y y

R A a k k a k k a k k a k k x

x H H H k H k H k H k d d dk dk dk dk

    

   

   
, 

where 1 and 2 are the indices the two detectors, respectively, and H is the window function of the object. 

Of importance, in the experiments described in Chapter 5 an energy filter is also used by rejecting 

coincidence events where the sum of the energies of the photon pairs does not equal the pump energy 

within the bandwidth of the detection system. As a consequence the majority of the accidental coincidence 

counts are filtered out. This filter is essential since the majority of the accidental coincidence counts are 

originated from residual elastic scattering (the tail of the Bragg diffraction) and Compton scattering and 

their photon energies are therefore mostly above the photon energies of PDC that we expect to measure 

in the experiments described in Chapter 5.  

  

 

                                                      
f E.g. a quasi-DC source such as an XRD or a synchrotron\XFEL with a uniform pulse period. 
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2.2 Ghost imaging and ghost diffraction 
 

2.2.1 General description 

 

Ghost imaging (GI) is a technique for obtaining an image of an object by measuring the intensity 

distribution of the object. The main imaging technique utilizes the correlation (or coincidences of signal-

idler photon pairs) between a single-pixel test detector in view of the object and a multi-pixel detector 

reference detector with spatial resolution as shown in Fig. 2.3. It is important to note that the reference 

detector is blind to the objectg, i.e. it does not measure the intensity projected from the object. 

The two main ghost imaging techniques are: 

1. Quantum GI – Entangled photon pairs, e.g. photons that created from the PDC process (as 

described in the PDC background in Para. 2.1). 

2. Thermal GI – A classical incoherent source. The source is implemented by introducing 

intensity fluctuations into the beam by utilizing a moving diffuser. The incoherent output of 

the diffuser is than split into two beams with identical intensity fluctuations.  

 

Due to the low nonlinear susceptibility in the X-ray regime, the lack of coherent laboratory X-ray 

sources, and the experimental noises in the former technique (Bragg diffraction, Compton, and Thomson 

scattering), it is preferable to employ the latter technique with laboratory sources. In order to optimize the 

performance, we will therefore work in the high-photon-flux regime [6]. The ghost imaging technique is 

only able to reconstruct the image of the object directly, without the need for phase reconstruction. In 

addition, measurements are performed in near-field conditions, and are therefore limited by the spatial 

resolution of the reference detector. 

 

                                                      
g This technique is therefore useful, where it not easy to act on the test arm, or when stealthy detection is necessary.   
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Figure 2.3 – Ghost imaging general scheme. 

 

Incoherent GI relies on intensity fluctuations that are introduced into the beam by a moving diffuser 

[1]. The reconstruction of the object is obtained from statistical measurements of the spatial-second-order 

intensity correlation function. Since this scheme does not require neither coherence nor lenses it has the 

potential to enhance the imaging capabilities of laboratory sources and hence advance scientific fields 

such as biology, physics, and engineering, as well as high spatial resolution applications for industrial, 

medical, and military purposes. 

The source of quantum GI is different from that of incoherent GI since it relies on the process of 

parametric down-conversion (PDC) as a source of correlated (or anti-correlated) photon pairs. The 

correlation between the photon pairs is a consequence of the spatial correlations between the photons and 

the anti-correlations between their k-vectors. Due to the availability of commercial photon-number-

resolving X-ray detectors with near unity quantum efficiency this scheme is appealing for testing concepts 

of quantum physics and can remedy many fundamental challenges of conventional quantum optics. 
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Figure 2.4 – Ghost diffraction general scheme. 

 

Ghost diffraction (GD), however, reconstructs the image from far-field measurements, and is 

therefore not limited by spatial resolution of the reference detector. This is possible since each spot of the 

interference pattern at the detector plane in the far field matches a smaller spot at the object plane. The 

detector is therefore positioned close to the beam splitter as shown in the ghost diffraction scheme in Fig. 

2.4. 

The application of incoherent GI to X-ray wavelengths has several inherent differences compared 

to the optical regime. The first difference is the X-ray source. The majority of X-ray sources are either 

laboratory sources or synchrotrons that are partially coherent sources. While it is possible to increase 

coherence length by closing the slits at the input for widths of a few microns with synchrotrons this is not 

possible for laboratory sources due to the low flux. This is in contrast to the optical regime where the input 

source is usually a coherent laser. Other differences are a consequence of the extremely short wavelengths 

of X-rays that result in a refractive index that is very close to unity. The use of fundamental optical 

components, namely lenses, refractive-index based beam splitters, and spatial light modulators, is 

therefore either very limited or not possible at X-ray wavelengths. In the absence of lenses, the 

magnification of the GD diffraction pattern is therefore determined only by the distance between the object 
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and the multi-pixel detector. The X-ray beam splitter is realized by using Bragg diffraction from a 

wideband crystal.  

Of importance, it is assumed for simplicity that the input source before the diffuser is coherent 

throughout the text. While this assumption is not strictly accurate for X-ray laboratory and synchrotron 

sources (these sources are partially coherent with a coherence length on the order of a few microns) the 

model we describe in Para. 2.2.2 can provide a rough estimate to the diffraction patterns we expect to 

measure and is sufficient for the purpose of a proof of concept. This assumption is valid, since the diffuser 

introduces amplitude fluctuations and not phase fluctuations and since the diffraction angle is small. 

  

2.2.2 Coincidence count rates 

 

The coincidence count rate for a reference (which is denoted as ref in the equations) and a test 

detector is [29]h: 

(2.16) 
       

         

* *

ref ref i test test test ref ref

2
(1,1) ' * ' '

test test ref ref 1 2 ref 1 ref test 2 test 1 2

Coincidence count rate = E r E r E r E r =

= I r I r + rt G r , r h r , r h r , r dr dr
, 

where ...  represents a time average, Iref, test, Eref, test, and href, test are respectively the intensities, 

the field amplitudes, and the impulse responses at the reference and test detectors, and r and t are the 

respective reflection and transmission amplitudes of the beam splitter.  (1,1) '

1 2G r , r  is the first-order spatial 

correlation function between the reference and test beams, which I definei as    

2
'

1 2

coh

r -r
-0.5

r(1,1) '

1 2 1G r , r = I r e

 
 
 
  . 

Here, rcoh denotes the spatial correlation of the source. 

                                                      
h Valid under the following assumptions:  

a. The source is monochromatic and therefor there is no time dependency. 

b. The cross-section of the source is much larger than the object and all the optical elements and therefor there is translational 

invariance in the transverse plane. 
i For a fully spatially incoherent beam the correlation can be described as a delta function. We assume that the input beam is 

uniform. 
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The correlation function for ghost imaging and ghost diffraction is known to be [97]: 

(2.17) 
   

       

   
ref ref test test ref ref test test2,2

ref test

ref ref test test

I r I r - I r I r
G r , r =

I r I r
, 

where 〈Iref(rref)Itest(rtest)〉 is equivalent to the coincidence counts expression of Eq. 2.16. 

The term 〈Iref(rref)〉〈Itest(rtest)〉 is subtracted from the coincidence counts, since it contains no 

information regarding the image. 

The impulse responses at the reference and test detectors can be described by taking into account 

Fresnel free space propagation and the transmission of the object [29]: 

(2.18) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

2
r 1 ref

r

22
1 22 test

1 2

iπ-ikd - r -r
λd

ref 1 ref

r

iπ iπ-ikd -ikd- r -r' - r -r'
λd λd'

test 2 test

1 2

e
h r , r = e

iλd

e e
h r , r = dr' e t r' e

iλd iλd

, 

where k and λ are the wave vector and the wavelength of the source, respectively, and t(r') is the 

transmission of the object. The distances d1, d2, and dr, are the distance of the object from the beam splitter, 

the distance of the object from the test detector, and the distance of the reference detector from the beam 

splitter, as shown in Fig. 2.4. We assume that the reference and test detectors are equidistant from the 

beam splitter so that d1+d2=dr and that in the ghost imaging case d2≈0. 

In the specific case of a fully spatially incoherent source at the output of the diffuser, the correlation 

function of a ghost diffraction measurement as shown by J. Cheng and S. Han [29,31] is: 

(2.19)    
   2

2,2 1 test ref

ref test 4 4

2 2

I r 2π r - r
G r , r = T

λ d λd

 
 
 

, 

where T(q) is the Fourier transform of t(r'). It is therefore necessary that the test detector area is 

sufficiently small so that only a single diffraction pattern corresponding to a position of rtest is recorded. 

Moreover, if the test detector used has spatial resolution than multiple diffraction patterns can be recorded 

simultaneously, thus reducing the required measurement time and improving the resolution of the image. 
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It should be noted that while each such measurement corresponds to the correlation function of a ghost 

diffraction measurement the sum of these diffraction patterns cannot be regarded as "ghost" diffraction, 

since the spatial information of the test detector is used. 

 

2.2.3 Spatial and temporal properties of incoherent imaging 

  

2.2.3.1 Spatial and temporal properties of the source 

 

The main properties of the incoherent source can be described by the spatial and temporal 

coherence of the source and the angular acceptance (bandwidth) of the beam splitter. The spatial coherence 

of the source limits the spatial resolution that can be achieved with the system. The temporal coherence 

of the source determines the necessary time resolution of the detection system. 

The spatial resolution, or coherence length, of the source (after the diffuser) is defined as the 

inverse of the bandwidth of the correlation function. Thus, lowering the coherence length improves the 

spatial resolution of the image, although it reduces the visibility of the image. 

 

2.2.3.2 Spatial and temporal properties of the system 

 

In GI the resolution is not only limited by the spatial resolution of the diffuser but also by the 

spatial resolution of the reference detector. In GD the spatial resolution of the detector does not limit the 

resolution of the diffraction pattern. The GD resolution is determined by the size of the diffraction pattern, 

which I denote as F.S. (full scale), and is known to be [75] 
λz

F.S.
. 

There are three major parameters that influence the GD spatial resolution: 1) The size of the 

diffraction pattern described above. 2) The spatial resolution of the multi-pixel detector. 3) The field of 

view of the multi-pixel detector. The spatial resolution of the multi-pixel detector is required to be 

sufficiently small to resolve the features on the diffraction pattern (i.e. Nyquist sampling conditions). The 
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field of view of the multi-pixel detector limits the effective size of the recorded diffraction pattern 

(although in principle the multi-pixel detector can be moved and the GD measurements repeated for the 

different positions of the detector). Since the GD resolution is proportional to the distance of the object 

from the multi-pixel detector, the GD resolution can be improved by positioning the multi-pixel detector 

closer to the object (under the assumption that the diffraction pattern is limited by the field of view of the 

multi-pixel detector). This assumption, however, is only valid provided that the features on the diffraction 

pattern are still resolvable by the multi-pixel detector. If the multi-pixel detector, however, is positioned 

further from the object additional features can be resolved on the diffraction pattern, but since the 

diffraction pattern is wider the necessary field of view to measure the diffraction pattern and the photon 

statistics (neglecting absorption) required to achieve the same contrast will increase linearly. 

It should be noted that the ghost imaging and ghost diffraction formalisms are only valid as long 

as the detector integration time tdet is shorter than the temporal diffuser coherence tcoh_diff. The X-ray 

diffractometer (XRD) source without a diffuser has a coherence time ofj: 

(2.20) 
 

2 -10
-15

coh_s -4

λ λ 1.54056x10
t = = = = 5.1388×10  sec

ΔEcΔλ 299,792,458  × 1 × 10c
E

. 

Here c and Δλ are the speed of light in vacuum and the spectral linewidth of the source, 

respectively. It should be noted that the coherence time is much shorter than tdet for existing detectors (at 

least
9

sec10
). Therefore, the fluctuations of the source are averaged out and the detector is only sensitive to 

fluctuations introduced by the diffuser for sufficiently long averaging times, when the intensity 

fluctuations of the diffuser become dominant. 

Since the acceptance angle of the beam splitter can limit the resolution of the system by filtering 

out intensity fluctuations the main requirement is that it is much larger than the angular spread of the 

intensity fluctuations that the diffuser introduces. This is because the beam splitter that I use is based on 

Bragg diffraction, which is angular dependent. Thus, if the acceptance angle of the beam splitter is not 

sufficiently large, the reflected beam contains only intensity fluctuations that are within the angular 

acceptance of the beam splitter, while the transmitted beam contains the entire range of the fluctuations. 

                                                      
j Using a monochromator. 
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Consequently, the intensity fluctuations of the two beams are not identical and the visibility is highly 

reduced. 
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3. Research methods 
 

This chapter describes the experimental design. The design I developed and present is not limited 

to the experiments described in this Ph.D thesis but also to the various experiments performed by other 

members of our group [43, 48, 57-60]. The scope of this chapter includes the electronics, mechanics, and 

software. The specific experimental systems of the experiments that are included in this Ph.D thesis are 

described in the proceeding chapters. 

The experiments described in the Ph.D. thesis were performed either with synchrotron radiation or 

with an X-ray tube. In contrast to standard synchrotron experiments that rely on the existing design of the 

beamline, the synchrotron experiments that are described in this Ph.D thesis required special modification 

of the synchrotron beam line and the design of the detection system and software. The experiments that 

were performed with an X-ray tube required the use of detection system properties and of positioning 

control capabilities that are not included in the design of the X-ray tube. These requirements, as well as 

the strict space considerations due to the compact size of the X-ray tube enclosure, necessitated the 

characterization of a positioning and detection system with software control and the mechanical design of 

the experiments.   

 

3.1 The experimental system 
 

3.1.1 Detection system design 

 

All the detectors that were used in the experiments I describe are single-photon counters due to the 

low-noise requirements of the experiments. The selections of X-ray detectors and of the data acquisition 

system depend on the specific requirements of each experiment. Three specific types of detectors were 

used for the experiments described in the Ph.D. thesis. 

The first detector type is an avalanche photo-diode (APD) detector chosen due to its low dark count 

rate (~1 count per minute according to experimental measurements) and its short response time. In an 

APD the free electrons that are generated by the photoelectric effect are accelerated due to a high voltage 
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bias. As a result of the high electron velocities bound electrons are freed. Each electron frees additional 

electrons and consequently avalanche multiplication occurs. The short response times result in a time 

resolution on the order of a nanosecond and in a capability to perform single-photon measurements at 

rates ofk up to 107 counts/sec. Hence, these detectors are suitable for single-photon measurements at high 

count rates and for time coincidence measurements. This detector type was therefor used in the 

experiments presented in the "X-ray Thermal Ghost Imaging with a Laboratory Source", the "X-ray 

Thermal Ghost Diffraction with a Laboratory Source", and the "Parametric Down-Conversion of X rays 

into the Optical Regime" experiments in Chapters 4, 6, and 7. 

The second detector type is a silicon drift detector (SDD) that relies on the ionization of electrons 

by the incoming photons. Since the binding energy of Si valence electrons is on the order of 1 eV and 

since the photon energies of X-rays are on the order of several keV to tens of keV the dark count rate of 

this detector is extremely low (~3 counts per hour according to experimental measurements) and it is 

possible determine the incoming photon energies from the electron current (125 eV resolution @ 6 keV 

according to the vendor specifications). Hence, these detectors are suitable for single-photon 

measurements at very low count rates and for coincidence measurements that require the use of the 

incoming photon energies. This detector type was therefore used in the "Ghost Imaging with Paired X-ray 

Photons" experiment in Chapter 5. 

The third detector type is a charge-coupled device (CCD). This detector is composed of a 

scintillator screen that converts the incident X-ray beam into optical wavelengths by means of fluorescence 

and of a CCD array that detects the optical photons that are generated by the fluorescence process. Since 

the photon energy of X-rays is larger by three orders of magnitude than the photon energy of the optical 

photons, each X-ray photon is converted into many optical photons and hence the detector is able to 

resolve single X-ray photons (the average standard deviation of the dark count rate is ~1/3 ph/pixel/frame 

according to experimental measurements). This detector is therefore a suitable candidate for thermal ghost 

imaging and ghost diffraction experiments. The images are read from the device via an Ethernet card. This 

detector type was therefore used in the "X-ray Thermal Ghost Diffraction with a Laboratory Source" 

experiments presented in Chapter 6. 

                                                      
k According to the vendor specification. 
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Since the electrical outputs of APD and SDD devices are pulses, data acquisition is performed for 

most applications by counting the pulses by use of a NI DAQ board (for example the experiments 

described in the "X-ray Thermal Ghost Imaging with a Laboratory Source" experiment in Chapter 4 and 

in the "X-ray Thermal Ghost Diffraction with a Laboratory Source" experiment in Chapter 6). In 

instances where time coincidence measurements are required a time coincidence card (see Appendix A 

for details) or a time correlation card are used. Since the analog signals of X-ray detectors are proportional 

to the detected photon energies, it is also possible to resolve the photon energies by recording these signals 

with a digitizer, as described in the "Ghost Imaging with Paired X-ray Photons" experiment in Chapter 5 

of this work. 

Since the dark count rates of all the detectors I describe above is small, the experimental error is 

dominated by the statistical nature of the measurements (Poisson statistics is assumed, i.e. that the error 

of the count rate measurement is acqN / T , where N is the number of detector counts and Tacq is the 

acquisition time in seconds). Hence, averaging over the detector measurements and over the coincidence 

counts is necessary to reduce the experimental errors in the measurements. 

Pulse amplifiers, attenuators, high bandwidth transformers, and cables suitable for nano-second 

pulse signals were applied to minimize distortion and attenuation of the signals due to the long distances 

between the detectors and the data acquisition systems at synchrotron facilities (up to 20 meters) and due 

to the time resolution requirements for the coincidence measurements. 

The spatial and frequency filters that were necessary for reducing the experimental noises (Bragg 

diffraction, Thomson scattering, Compton Scattering, and X-ray fluorescence) for measurements of the 

PDC effect are described in the "Ghost Imaging with Paired X-ray Photons" experiment in Chapter 5 and 

in the "Parametric Down-Conversion of X rays into the Optical Regime" experiment in Chapter 7. 

 

3.1.2 Positioning system and mechanical design 

 

The experimental setups for the ghost imaging and ghost diffraction experiments (see Chapter 4-

6) required the use motorized stages for alignment purposes and for the experimental measurements. 

Specifically, the thermal ghost imaging and ghost diffraction experiments described in Chapter 4 and 
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Chapter 6 required control of the position of the diffuser via a rotation stage, alignment of the detectors 

and of the objects with translation stages and with rotation stages, and the control of the position of the 

reference slit (to achieve spatial resolution) of the ghost imaging and ghost diffraction measurements 

required translation stages. Mechanical adaptors of the crystals used in the synchrotron and the laboratory 

experiments are shown in Appendix B. 

The ghost diffraction experiments (see Chapter 6) required the use of custom slits with apertures 

on the micron scale. The slits were composed of Si, since the highest energy of X-ray fluorescence is on 

the order of 1.8 keV, which has a high absorption in air. The slits were manufactured by Mr. Mark Oxman 

from the Bar-Ilan institute for nanotechnology and advanced materials.    

 

3.2 Control and data analysis software 
 

The experiments described in this Ph.D thesis required custom software for the control of the 

various positioning systems, i.e. translation and rotation stages, and of the recording devices, including a 

data acquisition device, a digitizer, a time correlation card, a coincidence card (see Appendix A for 

details), a multi-channel analyzer (MCA), and a CCD. A control program was therefore written (see 

further description for the hardware and software design in Appendix C1 [61]. The analysis of the 

experimental measurements was done with a data analysis program (see further description for software 

design in Appendix C2 [62]. The programs were both written with MATLAB software. 
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X-ray Ghost Diffraction with a Laboratory Source 

 

Abstract 

 

I describe an experiment demonstrating preliminary results of ghost diffraction with an incoherent 

low brightness X-ray tube source for the first time. I measure the diffraction pattern of a Si micropores 

mesh on top of a 20 μm slit with a spatial resolution of about 1 µm. My results advance the possibilities 

that the high-resolution method of ghost diffraction will be utilized with tabletop X-ray sources. 

 

Introduction 

 

Ghost imaging (GI) and Ghost diffraction (GD) are imaging techniques, in which the 

reconstruction of objects is achieved by using the spatial intensity correlations between two beams. In 

many schemes, this is done by introducing spatial intensity fluctuations into the input beam, which is split 

into two beams with identical intensity fluctuations. One of the beams propagates through the object and 

it is collected by a single-pixel detector while the second beam does not interact with the object and it is 

collected by a multi-pixel detector. The image is reconstructed from the instantaneous spatial-second-

order intensity correlation function that is measured for various realizations of the intensity fluctuations 

at the input [1]. 

The thermal light sources at X-ray wavelengths are implemented either by using a moving diffuser 

[1,3,4] or the intensity fluctuations of the X-ray source [30]. The advantages of the former approach are 

the ability to control the resolution and the contrast of the apparatus by choosing the speckle size and their 

variation rate [3,4] and their independence of the measurement time at each position of the diffuser. 

Since the use of X-ray lenses for imaging is very limited because of their small magnification and 

aperture size, lensless techniques are widely used in this regime [25–27]. However, despite that nanometer 

scale resolution has been achieved with coherent X-ray radiation, which is generated by X-ray free-
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electron lasers [298], X-ray imaging with low brightness incoherent sources utilize mainly direct 

absorption measurements and no magnification or small magnification is used. Consequently, although 

the phase information of objects could enhance the contrast of images, this quantity is almost never 

measured in systems based on incoherent sources, and the resolution of those systems is not smaller than 

the pixel size of the camera. Both GI and GD are promising for X-ray imaging since they require neither 

coherent bright sources nor lenses. GI of X-rays has been recently demonstrated with a laboratory source 

with a copy paper diffuser by imaging one dimensional slits [see publication reference 1]. However, the 

best spatial resolution of the images that was achieved in that experiment was 2 μm. This is since the 

spatial resolution in GI is limited not only by the speckle size of the diffuser but also by the scanning 

resolution. The demonstration of GD with a laboratory source that utilizes a diffuser with a nanoscale 

speckle size can lead to high-resolution and high-contrast imaging techniques that can be implemented 

with low-cost X-ray sources [see publication reference 1]. 

Here I make another step in the direction of utilizing tabletop sources for high-resolution X-ray 

imaging and demonstrate experimentally thermal GD with an X-ray tube source. I describe experiments 

that show the possibility to reconstruct the image of a micropores mesh by using incoherent X-ray sources. 

Although the source in incoherent, I implement the thermal source by using a rotating Fe2O3 with copy 

paper. This is because the intensity fluctuations of the source are weak and fast. I note that this scheme 

works since the divergence of X-ray beams is much weaker than the divergence of optical beams due to 

the very short wavelength. The Fe2O3 compound was manufactured by Eitan Edri (Hagay Shpaisman 

group, chemistry department, Bar-Ilan University). 

 

Experimental system and procedure 

 

The experiments are conducted by using the Rigaku Smartlab X-ray diffraction system with a 9 

kW rotating Cu anode system, which radiates at 8.05 keV (1.54 A◦). The schematic of the experimental 

setup of the GD experiments is shown in Fig. 6.1. The beam is collimated and monochromatized by 

parabolic multilayer mirror and a Ge(220) channel-cut monochromator. The estimated divergence angle 

is about 0.1 mrad. The relative spectral bandwidth /E E   is about 10-4.  
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Figure 6.1 - Schematic of the ghost diffraction experimental setup. A Fe2O3 with a copy paper diffuser (see the 

scanning electron microscope image) is mounted on a rotation stage. A highly oriented pyrolytic graphite crystal 

splits the beam into a transmitted beam (test arm) and a reflected beam (reference arm). The spatial resolution 

of the reference arm is realized via a scanning slit. The object (see the scanning electron microscope image of 

the micropores mesh object) is mounted very close to the beam splitter. The distances between the two detectors 

and the highly oriented pyrolytic graphite are equal, such that d1+d2=dr. 

 

I introduce the intensity fluctuations by using a diffuser made from Fe2O3 nanoparticles and copy 

paper, where the average size of the Fe2O3 nanoparticles is about 50 nm. I split the beam into two beams 

by using a highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) crystal in Bragg geometry, where I choose the (004) 

reflection and the corresponding Bragg angle is 27.5◦. I choose to implement the beam splitter with the 

HOPG because its rocking curve is much broader than the width of the angular distribution of the intensity 

fluctuations and because its reflection efficiency is nearly 50% [see publication reference 1]. The HOPG 

is mounted 100 mm from the diffuser. 
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For detectors, I use two avalanche photo-diodes (APD). The transmitted beam propagates through 

the object and it is collected by one of the detectors, which I denote as the test detector. The reflected 

beam propagates directly into the detection system, which includes a scanning slit and a second detector 

that I denote as the reference detector. The input average flux before the diffuser is ~2×108 photons/s. The 

diffracted average flux and the transmitted average flux are ~1×107 photons/s and ~3×107 photons/s, 

respectively (about 1.6×108 photons/s are absorbed in the HOPG crystal). The scanning slit is mounted 

very close to the detector and centered with respect to the center of the beam. The object is positioned at 

a distance ~50 mm from the beamsplitter and at a distance of ~500 mm from the detector and centered 

with respect to the center of the beam. The distance of the object from the diffuser is ~100 mm. 

The object I test in this work is comprised of a micropores Si mesh and a 20 μm gold slit. The 

resolution of the scan is 5 μm. The scanning slit is a 5 μm gold slit. The Si micropres mesh has an average 

inter-pore distance of 1.5 μm, pore diameters in the range of 0.8-1 μm, and an average pore thickness of 

200 μm. For each position of the scanning slit I rotate the diffuser continuously at a constant velocity of 

0.2 deg/s. I summarize the parameters of the measurement in Table 6.1. I denote the distances between 

the detectors and the beam splitter as dr. 

 

Object type dr 

[mm] 

Reference 

counts 

[C.P.S.] 

Test 

counts 

[C.P.S.] 

Coincidence 

photons per 

realization 

Number of 

realizations 

Si micropres+20 μm slit 550 10,000 20,000 7,000 30,000 

Table 6.1 - Parameters of the GD measurement 

 

Denoting xref and xtest as the coordinates across the reference and the test detectors, respectively, 

we write the normalized second-order intensity correlation function as [3]: 

(6.1) 
   

       

   
ref ref test test ref ref test test2,2

ref test

ref ref test test

I x I x - I x I x
G x , x =

I x I x
, 

where the indices Iref, Itest are the average intensities (the count rate divided by the effective area of the 

detector) at the reference and test detectors, respectively. The .  indicates an ensemble average over the 
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realizations, where each of the realizations refers to a different position on the diffuser and therefore 

represents different intensity fluctuations. 

To reconstruct the diffraction patterns of the objects I calculate the normalized second-order 

intensity correlation function from the measurements of the intensities of both detectors at various 

positions of the scanning slit before the reference detector. For each position of the scanning slit I rotate 

the diffuser and measure the intensities of both detectors at the different positions of the diffuser. The 

parameters of the measurement are summarized in Table 6.1. I apply a minimal threshold to the 

coincidence counts of each realization to enhance the visibility of the image [18]. I position the object 

close to the diffuser in order to minimize the average speckle size on the object plane and consequently 

obtain a high spatial resolution. I obtain the average intensities of the two detectors by averaging over the 

intensities of all the realizations. 

 

Theory 

 

The coincidence count rate for a reference (which is denoted as ref in the equations) and a test 

detector is [29]l: 

(6.2) 
       

         

* *

ref ref i test test test ref ref

2
(1,1) ' * ' '

test test ref ref 1 2 ref 1 ref test 2 test 1 2

Coincidence count rate = E x E x E x E x =

= I x I x + rt G x , x h x , x h x , x dx dx
, 

where ...  represents a time average, Iref, test, Eref, test, and href, test are respectively the intensities, 

the field amplitudes, and the impulse responses at the reference and test detectors, and r and t are the 

respective reflection and transmission amplitudes of the beam splitter.  (1,1) '

1 2G r , r  is the first order spatial 

                                                      
l Valid under the following assumptions:  

a. The source is monochromatic and therefor there is no time dependency. 

b. The source cross-section is much larger than the object and all optical elements and therefor there is translational   

invariance in the transverse plane. 
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correlation function between the reference and test beams, which I definem as    

2
'

1 2

coh

r -r
-0.5

r(1,1) '

1 2 1G r , r = I r e

 
 
 
 

. Here, rcoh denotes the spatial correlation of the source. 

The impulse responses at the reference and test detectors can be described by taking into account 

Fresnel free space propagation and the transmission of the object [29]: 

(6.3) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

2
r 1 ref

r

22
1 22 test

1 2

iπ-jkd - x -x
λd

ref 1 ref

r

iπ iπ-ikd -ikd- x -x' - x -x'
λd λd'

test 2 test

1 2

e
h x , x = e

iλd

e e
h x , x = dx' e t x' e

iλd iλd

, 

where k and λ are the wave vector and the wavelength of the source, respectively and t(x') is the 

transmission of the object. The distances d1, d2, and dr, are the distance of the object from the beam splitter, 

the distance of the object from the test detector, and the distance of the reference detector from the beam 

splitter, as shown in Fig. 6.1.1. I assume that the reference and test detectors are equidistant from the beam 

splitter so that d1+d2=dr. 

 

Results and discussion 

 

Fig. 6.2 shows the results for GD and the comparison with numerical simulations of the micropores 

Si mesh on top of a 20 μm gold slit. I note that the slit is used similarly to focusing in coherent diffraction 

imaging, since the diffraction pattern of a large area will be smeared due to the averaging over the many 

diffraction of the micropores elements. The numerical simulations were performed according to Eqs. 6.2 

and 6.3. The measured GD and the numerical simulations are in agreement within the scanning resolution. 

The resolution of the diffraction pattern is determined according to 2λd

F.S.
 [75], where λ is the wavelength 

                                                      
m For a fully spatially incoherent beam the correlation can be described as a delta function. I assume that the input beam is 

uniform. 
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and F.S. is the total width of the diffraction pattern. The calculated spatial resolution of the measurement 

is 0.97 µm and is therefore smaller than the scanning resolution.  

 

 

Figure 6.2 – Ghost diffraction results. Ghost diffraction (blue dots) and numerical simulations (solid red line) measurements 

of a Si micropores mesh on top of a 20 μm slit with a scanning resolution of 5 μm. The solid lines are guides for the eye. 

 

Next, the normalized spatial correlations of the system are measured. This is done by measuring 

the spatial correlation function of the system similarly to the ghost imaging experimental scheme (see Fig. 

1 of Chapter 4) with the exception that two identical slits are used. The measurement is done with two 5 

µm slits and with a scanning resolution of 10 µm. The distance of the two detectors from the diffuser was 

~550 mm. The distances of the two detectors from the beam splitter is ~460 mm. The calculated spatial 

resolution of the measurement is ~300 nm. Hence, I conclude that the angular acceptance angles of the 

diffuser and the beam splitter are sufficient to obtain the spatial resolution of the GD measurement of Fig. 

6.2. It should also be noted that the spatial properties of the HOPG beam splitter have been previously 

discussed in Chapter 4. Two-dimensional measurements of the spatial correlations of the system that 

were performed with synchrotron radiation are described in the supplementary material. 
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Figure 6.3 - Normalized spatial correlation of the intensity fluctuations as introduced by the Fe2O3 and copy paper diffuser. 

The distances of the two detectors from the beam splitter is ~460 mm. The solid line is a guide for the eye. 

 

Conclusion 

 

I report the observation of ghost diffraction in the X-ray regime with an incoherent low-brightness 

laboratory system. I demonstrated the ghost diffraction effect by using an object comprised of a 

micropores Si mesh and a 20 μm gold slit with a spatial resolution of 0.97 µm.  

The spatial resolution I obtained is smaller than the scanning resolution of the measurements and 

is better than the spatial resolution of the state-of-the-art cameras. Hence, this approach can lead to the 

development of high-resolution incoherent X-ray imaging techniques with laboratory sources. Moreover, 

since the diffraction pattern depends on variations of the refractive index of the object and not just on its 
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absorption, the approach can lead also to high-contrast imaging techniques, since the phase inhomogeneity 

that is introduced by objects is in many cases is much stronger than the amplitude variations [28]. 

The spatial resolution and the contrast of the measurements can be improved by using a two-

dimensional detector. The contrast is improved since the relative intensity fluctuations introduced by the 

diffuser are increased when the pixel size is smaller and the resolution is expected to improve since large 

areas average over many speckles. The resolution can also be improved by using a diffuser that contains 

sub-nanoparticles [63] or by using atoms as the diffusing element [24].  

 

Supplementary Material 

 

I describe the measurement of the far-field spatial correlations with a diffuser that is comprised of 

Fe2O3 nanoparticles and of copy paper that were performed with synchrotron radiation. The measurement 

is performed by measuring the spatial correlation function of the system similarly to the ghost imaging 

experimental scheme (see Fig. 1 of Chapter 4) with the exceptions that the reference detector is a charge-

coupled device (CCD) with a pixel size of 6.5 µm. We conducted the measurement at beam line B16 of 

Diamond Light Source. The results of the normalized spatial correlations are shown in Fig. 6.4(a). The 

photon energy was 10.5 keV (λ=0.118 nm). The test beam was generated using reflection geometry for 

the (002) atomic planes of the HOPG crystal. The distances of the two detectors from the beam splitter 

and from the diffuser were 1,500 mm and 1,575 mm respectively. The calculated spatial resolution of the 

systemn at the vertical axis is ~180 nm. Hence, the angular acceptance of the diffuser and the beam splitter 

are sufficient to obtain the spatial resolution of the GD measurement of Fig. 6.2. We note that while the 

measurements in Figs. 6.4(a) and 6.1.2 were performed with different X-ray sourceso the spatial 

resolutions that we calculate from the spatial correlation measurements are roughly the same. The indices 

x (horizontal) and y (vertical) are two orthogonal directions across the diffuser. Figure 6.4(b) shows an 

example of a CCD image of the reference beam at one of the positions of the diffuser. The differences in 

the intensities of the image that are originated the beam splitter are easily visible by eye. 

                                                      
n Calculated similarly to the resolution calculation of the measurement in Fig. 6.1.3. 
o The results may be influenced by the divergence of the X-ray sources. 
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Figure 6.4 - Spatial properties of the far-field intensity fluctuations as introduced by the diffuser and the beam splitter. (a) 

Normalized spatial correlation of the intensity fluctuations as introduced by the Fe2O3 and copy paper diffuser. (b) A CCD 

image of the transmitted beam after the beam splitter. The indices x and y are two orthogonal directions across the diffuser. 

The distances of the two detectors from the diffuser and from the beam splitter were 1,575 mm and 1,500 mm, respectively. 
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8. Conclusions and outlook 
 

This work described the observations of several promising imaging and spectroscopy methods at 

X-ray wavelengths. These methods have been demonstrated several decades ago at optical wavelengths. 

The extension to the X ray regime offers clear advantages that stem from the inherent properties of X rays, 

such as spatial resolution at the atomic scale, high penetration depth, very low beam divergence, and 

commercially available detectors with low noise and with photon-number-resolving capabilities. 

The first experiment described in chapter 4 is my observation of classical (thermal) ghost imaging 

with a low brightness laboratory source. The effect was demonstrated by imaging slits with a scanning 

resolution as fine as 2-μm and with high contrast. The high contrast results and the potential of this method 

to observe phase information [64] suggest that this method may be applied to the fields of medical imaging 

similar to computed tomography and to security scanners similar to the systems that are used in airports. 

More recent works at the X-ray regime have observed this effect with two-dimensional complex objects 

[65,66] and even computational ghost imaging was demonstrated [67]. An extension of the ghost imaging 

to high order ghost imaging and the application of image processing algorithms, such as sparsity 

constraint, can be applied to improve the spatial resolution and to decrease the radiation dose [10]. Of 

particular interest is the possibility to perform ghost diffraction measurements with X-ray laboratory 

sources and image at a spatial resolution that is much higher than the spatial resolution of the state-of-the-

art cameras. 

Next, I described my observation of ghost imaging with paired X-ray photons in chapter 5. The 

results are the first demonstration of an application of X-ray pairs that are generated by the process of 

PDC since the observation of the process about half a century ago [51]. The results of my experiment 

demonstrate imaging of slits with a negligible background and with a few photons. The results are 

fundamentally different from classical ghost imaging in the sense that the source of the correlations of 

ghost imaging with paired X-ray photons stems from quantum entanglement between the photon pairs 

[68]. The anti-correlations properties that are demonstrated suggest that this scheme can be used for the 

observation of a large variety of quantum optics effects, such as single heralded photons [22] and two-

photon X-ray diffraction [37]. The measurement of the signal and idler photons without coincidences may 

lead to sub-shot noise measurements as has been demonstrated at optical wavelengths [35]. The 
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consequence of sub-shot noise measurements that require very few photons is an extremely low radiation 

dose of X-rays. 

The third experiment that I described in chapter 7 is a new nonlinear spectroscopic method for 

probing the microscopic valence charge densities and the optical properties of materials with the atomic 

scale resolution. I demonstrated the method by measuring the X-ray signal of phase matched parametric 

down-conversion corresponding to optical idler photons at several wavelengths in the range of 280-650 

nm. The nonlinear susceptibility that I calculated from the X-ray signal for an idler energy of ∼2.2 eV 

(∼550 nm) demonstrates the potential of this method as a nonlinear spectroscopic method. I obtained the 

results by using synchrotron radiation and with a diamond crystal. The method has since been reproduced 

in several other crystals such as Silicon, LiNbO3, and GaAs and has even been observed for idler energies 

of a few eV with a laboratory source by our group [57,69,70]. Hence, the method presented in this work 

is reproducible, applicable to a variety of materials, and is readily available. This is in contrast to optical 

mixing with sum-frequency generation that requires an X-ray free electron laser and cannot be applied to 

materials that are opaque, such as metals and superconductors, or to materials with a low optical damage 

threshold. Of importance, since the photon energy of the pump is well above the electronic resonances 

and since the generation and absorption rates of the optical photons are very small, the perturbation of the 

measured state by X-ray into optical PDC is expected to be negligible. Hence, it may be possible to probe 

the ground states of samples that are sensitive to excitation. The results can lead to the measurement of 

the X-ray and optical photons coincidences, and hence to radiation-free X-ray ghost imaging with highly 

non-degenerate entangled photon pairs [71]. The method I presented has the potential to probe the optical 

properties of valence electrons of a large range of materials, for example compounds, biological samples, 

such as proteins, the bond charges of molecules, and the investigation of phenomena that are associated 

with energies near the Fermi energy of metals or near the band gap of semiconductors. 

Finally, I described the experiment of ghost diffraction with a low brightness laboratory source in 

chapter 6. This is the first demonstration of the diffraction of non-periodical objects with an X-ray 

laboratory source. While the results presented in this section are preliminary and the resolution of the 

object that was imaged is about 1 µm, an extension of this method can lead to nanoscale-resolution 

imaging with laboratory sources that could be advantageous to a variety of fields of research and industry. 

This important goal can be achieved by using a two-dimensional detector, the design of more suitable 
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diffusers in terms of effective speckle size and modulation, and focusing the beam with a multi-layer 

mirror to reduce the measurement times.  

In conclusion, I presented the observation of imaging and nonlinear spectroscopy methods with X-

rays. I described the first observations of incoherent X-ray ghost imaging with a laboratory source. I then 

described the first the experimental observations of ghost imaging with paired X-ray photons, which are 

generated by parametric down-conversion. I continued to describe the first observations of incoherent X-

ray ghost diffraction with a laboratory source. Finally, I described the first demonstrations of 

parametrically down-converted X-ray into optical wavelengths. 

I note that in addition to the results presented in this thesis I participated in several synchrotron 

experiments led by other members of our group [48,67,72]. 
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9. Appendixes 
 

Appendix A – Coincidence circuit 
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Appendix B – Mechanical schematics – Sample holders 
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Appendix C – Software description 

Appendix C1 – Experiment control software 
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Appendix C2 – Analysis software 
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 תקציר
 

בעבודת המחקר של הדוקטורט אני מציג גישות חדשניות בתחומי ההדמיה וספקטרוסופיה לא 

אני מתאר את ההדגמה הראשונה של המרת תדר פרמטרית של קרינת ( 1ליניארית באמצעות קרינת רנטגן. 

אני מתאר ( 2רנטגן לתדרים אופטיים. שיטה זו יכולה לאפשר חקירה של מטעני ערכיות ברזולוציה אטומית. 

את ההדגמה הראשונה של הדמיית רפאים לא קוהרנטית באמצעות מקור מעבדתי של קרינת רנטגן, שיכולה 

אני ( 3 מדידות ברזולוציות גבוהות של עקיפת רפאים עם מקורות קרינת רנטגן שולחניים.לקדם את האפשרות ל

. ההרחבה של ההליך שלנו יכולה להוביל מעבדתימתאר את ההדגמה הראשונה של עקיפת רפאים עם מקור 

מטרית עם מקורות מעבדתיים ואי לכך היא שימושית למגוון תחומים במחקר -להדמיה ברזולוציה נאנו

, שנוצרים עם זוגות פוטונים של קרינת רנטגן אני מתאר את ההדגמה הראשונה של הדמיית רפאים( 4 תעשיה.וב

ההרחבה של ההליך המוצג יכולה לשמש להבחנה בתופעות  .באמצעות התהליך של המרת תדר פרמטרית

 .ללא קרינה מייננתקוונטיות של קרינת רנטגן ולהדמיה 

ט שלי מפרט עבודה נסיונית ליישום שיטות הדמית רפאים ועקיפת החלק הראשון של עבודת הדוקטור

הדמית רפאים ועקיפת רפאים הינן שיטות הדמיה, שבהן בניית דמות העצם רפאים באמצעות קרינת רנטגן. 

מתקבלת על ידי שימוש במתאם העוצמות המרחבי בין שתי אלומות. אחת האלומות עוברת דרך העצם ונאספת 

ישנם שני מקורות  פיקסלים.-ידי גלאי רב-פיקסל יחיד ואילו האלומה השנייה נאספת עלידי גלאי עם -על

עיקריים למתאם המרחבי. המקור הראשון ידוע כהדמיית רפאים לא קוהרנטית )או קלאסית( ומקורה בהוספת 

דע תנודות בעוצמה למקור ובפיצול אלומת המקור לשתי אלומות עם תנודות עוצמה זהות. המקור השני נו

הדמיית הרפאים מבוססת על גילוי בשדה  שיטת כהדמיית רפאים קוונטית ומבוסס על מתאם של זוגות פוטונים.

הגילוי של עקיפת רפאים מבוצע בשדה הרחוק ותבנית דמות העצם מהמתאם המרחבי.  שחזורקרוב ועל 

 ההתאבכות של העצם היא שנמדדת.

השימוש של עדשות להדמיה באמצעות קרינת רנטגן מוגבל מאוד עקב ההגדלה והמפתח הקטנים שלהן 

על פי כן, הודגמה הדמיה  [. אף25-25עדשות ]ואי לכך ובהתאם נעשה שימוש מקיף בשיטות הדמיה ללא 

תקני לייזרי אלקטרונים מטרית באמצעות קרינת רנטגן קוהרנטית, שנוצרת באמצעות מ-ברזולוציה נאנו

[. הדמית רנטגן באמצעות מקורות לא קוהרנטיים עם בהירות 25חופשיים של קרינת רנטגן וסינכרוטרונים ]

ידי מדידות ישירות של הבליעה ועם הגדלה נמוכה או ללא הגדלה בכלל. לכן, למרות -נמוכה נעשית לרוב על



 

 ב

 

יות של עצמים, מידה זו נמדדת לעיתים רחוקות במערכות, שהמידע על הפאזות של עצמים יכול לשפר את הניגוד

המבוססות על מקורות לא קוהרנטיים, והרזולוציה של מערכות אילו אינה קטנה מגודל הפיקסל של המצלמה. 

הדמיית רפאים ועקיפת רפאים הינן שיטות מבטיחות להדמיה באמצעות קרינת רנטגן היות ואינן דורשות 

ם או עדשות ולכן יכולות להוביל למדידות ברזולוציה ובניגודיות גבוהים, הניתנות מקורות קוהרנטיים בהירי

 [.29ליישום עם מקורות קרינת רנטגן בעלות נמוכה ]

א קוהרנטיים מבוסס על תנודות עוצמה מרחביות, היות והמקור של הדמית רפאים ועקיפת רפאים ל

הדמות משוחזרת באמצעות פונקציית המתאם המיידית מסדר שני של העוצמה, הנמדדת עבור ריאליזציות 

[ ולאחרונה 1-23[. השיטות נחקרו באופן יסודי בתדרים אופטיים ]1שונות של תנודות העוצמה של המקור ]

 [.2[ והדמיית רפאים זמנית ]24הודגמו הדמיית רפאים עם אטומים ]

הדמיית רפאים ועקיפת רפאים לא קוהרנטיים של קרינת רנטגן הודגמו נסיונית באמצעות קרינת 

שמעותית את הרחבת [. למרות שהדגמות אילו מקדמות מ30,31סינכורטרון, שמקורה במאיצים גדולים ]

 הדמית רפאים ועקיפת רפאים לקרינת רנטגן, המקורות בהם נעשה שימוש אינם מקורות שולחניים.

בחלק נוסף של עבודת המחקר שלי, אני מדווח על המדידה הראשונה של הדמיית רפאים תרמית עם 

ת הדמות של סדקים עם מקור מעבדתי של קרינת רנטגן. אני מתאר ניסויים שמדגימים את האפשרות לשחזר א

ניגודיות גבוהה באמצעות מקורות קרינת רנטגן לא קוהרנטיים. התוצאות מקדמות את האפשרויות, שהשיטה 

 בעלת הרזולוציה הגבוהה של עקיפת רפאים תודגם באמצעות מקורות קרינת רנטגן שולחניים. 

[ לשיטה זו יתרון מובהק, כיוון 3,4,10,20,29,31נעשה בשדה הרחוק ] היות והגילוי של עקיפת רפאים

ידי הרזולוציה המרחבית של הגלאי. לכן, להדגמת השיטה באמצעות מקור קרינת רנטגן -שהיא אינה מוגבלת על

 ורות קרינת רנטגן מעבדתיים.עם בהירות נמוכה פוטנציאל משמעותי כשיטה להדמיה ברזולוציה גבוהה עם מק

בחלק נוסף של עבודת הדוקטורט שלי אני מציג את ההדגמה הראשונה של עקיפת רפאים תרמית עם 

מקור מעבדתי של קרינת רנטגן. אני מציג תוצאות ראשוניות של ניסויים, שמקדמים את האפשרות לשחזר 

 והרנטיים.דמויות ברזולוציות גבוהות באמצעות מקורות קרינת רנטגן לא ק

עוד מקור חשוב להדמיית רפאים הינו זוגות פוטונים מתואמים. המקור מיושם בהרבה סכימות 

ליניארי של המרת תדר פרמטרית. אפקט זה הינו אחד מהמקורות -בתדרים אופטיים באמצעות התהליך הלא

בתדרים אופטיים העיקריים ליצירת מצבים של קלאסיים של אור ומשמש לחקר תופעות קוואנטיות בסיסיות 

גלאי קרינת רנטגן מסחריים עם יכולות הבחנה במספר הפוטונים ועם יעילות קוואנטית,  [. הזמינות של32-37]



 

 ג

 

השואפת לאחד, הינה אטרקטיבית לבחינת מושגים של פיסיקת הקוואנטים ובכדי להתגבר על האתגרים 

טיקה קוואנטית קונבנציונלית בתדרים אופטיים. כיוון שעד היום טרם הודגם אף יישום של הבסיסיים של אופ

זוגות פוטונים של המרת תדר פרמטרית של קרינת רנטגן וכיוון שהסכימות של מספר רב של ניסויים באופטיקה 

התחום של  קוואנטית דומות להדמיית רפאים עם זוגות פוטונים הדגמת האפקט יכולה לקדם משמעותית את

אופטיקה קוואנטית עם קרינת רנטגן. יש לציין, כי תכונות המתאם של זוגות פוטונים ושל גלאי קרינת רנטגן 

יכולים להוביל להדמיית עצמים עם מעט פוטונים, כפי שהודגים בתדרים אופטיים וכתוצאה להפחתת מנת 

 הקרינה של קרינת רנטגן.

אני מציג את ההדגמה הראשונה של הדמיית רפאים עם  בחלק נוסף של עבודת המחקר של הדוקטורט

זוגות פוטונים של קרינת רנטגן. התוצאות הינן היישום הראשון של זוגות פוטונים של המרת תדר פרמטרית של 

קרינת רנטגן. התוצאות עושות שימוש בקשר הישיר בין אנרגיות הפוטונים לבין זוויות הפליטה שלהם ובין 

וקטורי הגל של פוטוני הסיגנל והאידלר כדי לדמות סדקים ללא רעש רקע. הרחבת ההליך המתאם המנוגד בין ו

 יכולה לשמש להדגמת מגוון תופעות קוואנטיות של קרינת רנטגן.
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 באמצעות קרינת רנטגןוספקטרוסקופיה לא ליניארית הדמיה 
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